Frequence V. #12

Dura lex, sed lex…

…hard law but law nonetheless: it is through this maxim that we admit a rule as
painful as essential. And it is through it that we must announce, with a huge
disappointment, the long-term postponement of the Viking Classic Autoshow to the
spring 2021.
We had followed day by day the government directives concerning the coronavirus
and evaluated their possible consequences on our meeting. We had to make a
choice, responsible for everybody and even for the VCA future: the spreading of this
epidemic sequence and the tightening of the governmental decisions make
unrealistic to maintain our gathering on next June 20-21.
We were awaiting two thousand people from all over the world, a number already
far over the limit of one hundred people authorized for a gathering at the present
time over the whole France territory. We do not know the future evolution of these
constraints, neither the ones which could be applied to our local or international
visitors in terms of travel.
Furthermore, dithering (without having any visibility on the future sanitary and social
obligations) would have create a financial danger for our organization and troubles
to our visitors with regards to the fees already paid to book an accommodation.
Of course, we will fully reimburse very shortly the registration fees already
received.
As you can imagine, at this advanced stage and after hundred hours dedicated to the
VCA development, this postponement decision has been and remain very painful.
Given the many uncertainties, it was worth the one decision. Our VIPs have been
informed as well as our sponsors, amongst which the first of them Volvo Car France.
We thank them very warmly, and we have no doubt about keeping their support.
Because the important news is that the future scheduling of our event is already
decided: it will take place from 19 to 20 June 2021!
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It would have been very risky to postpone it to July or August due to the holidays,
whereas September or October period would have been incompatible with the
obligations dealing with the beginning of the school or professional year.
Beyond the disillusionment, our whole group is farsighted and turned towards the
restart of the event. We remain committed, determined to work out how to build
on previous work to prepare the 2021 edition, an even more flamboyant and
exceptional one. We hope we’ll meet you there in the same state of mind in joyful
and ambitious reunions.

Följ oss!*
The Viking Classic Autoshow 2020 2021 team
The Viking Classic Autoshow VCA 2021 is the second event of an international promotion of classical
Volvo cars and of Sweden. It will take place on June 2021, 19-20.

* Follow us !
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